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ABSTRACT
A Built-In Self-Test (BIST) approach is described

which is designed to test the analog portion of mixed-sig-
nal integrated circuits and systems. The BIST circuitry is
located in the digital portion of the mixed-signal cir-
cuitry to minimize area overhead and effects on the
analog portion of the mixed-signal system. The approach
was evaluated using benchmark circuits for analog test-
ing and found to consistently provide fault coverage
greater than 95%, even when acceptable component
parameter variations are added to the set of benchmark
circuits.1

I. INTRODUCTION
Built-In Self-Test (BIST) for digital circuits has been

an active area of research and development for almost 25
years and there are a number of good BIST approaches to
test the digital portion of mixed-signal systems. How-
ever, BIST for analog circuitry has received much less
attention until recent years. As a result, testing the ana-
log portion of mixed-signal integrated circuits and
systems has been identified as one of the major chal-
lenges for the future and BIST has been identified as one
of the potential solutions to this testing problem [9].

Some of the early approaches to BIST for the analog
portion of mixed-signal systems attempted to make use
of digital Test Pattern Generator (TPG) and Output
Response Analyzer (ORA) functions that were typically
used for testing digital circuitry. TPG functions typically
included Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) which
generate pseudorandom digital patterns that look similar
to white noise (considered by many to be a universal
waveform for testing analog circuits) when passed
through a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) [7][8].
However, ramp input signals have been used in analog
testing and have been found to provide good fault detec-
tion and, in some cases, better than sinusoidal test signals
[3]. In addition, it has been observed that the detection of
faults with respect to the input test waveform can vary
with the type of analog circuit under test [1]. Therefore, a

variety of different test waveforms are needed to provide
a high probability of fault detection in a wide range of
analog application circuits.

In one of the earliest BIST approaches for mixed-sig-
nal systems [7], the ORA function was said to be
performed by LFSR-based signature analysis registers.
However, in traditional digital circuit signature analysis,
the good circuit signature is based on the assumption that
an exact output response sequence is obtained for every
fault-free execution of the BIST sequence [10]. In a
mixed-signal system, the sampling noise in the DAC and
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) as well as process-
ing (i.e., tolerances) and environmental (i.e., temperature
and voltage) variations in the analog circuitry will pre-
vent an exact output response sequence from one
execution of the BIST sequence to the next. As a result,
reproducible BIST signatures cannot be obtained for the
fault-free circuit with traditional signature analysis. A
more effective approach to the ORA function was found
to be an accumulator, which sums the magnitude of the
analog circuit output response [11]. This facilitates the
determination of a range of good circuit BIST signatures
to account for acceptable changes in the output response
due to component, voltage and temperature variations as
well as quantization noise in the DAC and ADC.

The principle advantages to the use of digital TPG
and ORA functions include minimizing the area over-
head and performance penalty that would otherwise be
incurred if the BIST circuitry was placed in the analog
portion of the mixed-signal system. The only BIST cir-
cuitry added to the analog domain is the loopback
capabilities (analog multiplexers) needed to facilitate the
return path for the test signals to the ORA. This basic
architecture has been proposed and implemented in a
number of applications [7][8][10]. The architecture has
been referred to as the ADC/DAC loopback BIST or sim-
ply as ADC/DAC BIST [2].

In this paper, we present a BIST approach for mixed-
signal systems that provides a variety of test waveforms
and output response analysis modes to provide high qual-
ity testing of a wide range of analog application circuits.
We describe the architecture and operation of the BIST
approach for use in manufacturing and system-level test-1. This work was sponsored by the DARPA NeoCAD

program under contract number F33615-01-C-1980.
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ing in Section II. We then give more detailed descriptions
of the TPG and ORA functions in Section III and Sec-
tion IV, respectively. Fault detection and area overhead
results of the BIST approach using standard benchmark
circuits for analog testing are presented in Section V and
the paper is concluded in Section VI. It should be noted
that we have constructed this BIST approach in hard-
ware and that all figures showing test waveforms and
analog circuit output responses are oscilloscope pictures
taken directly from that hardware implementation.

II. BIST ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION
The basic BIST architecture is shown in Figure 1

where the majority of the BIST circuitry has been added
to the digital portion of the mixed-signal circuitry. The
digital BIST circuitry includes TPG and ORA functions
as well as a test controller. The analog loopbacks (ana-
log multiplexers) are the only components associated
with the BIST approach to be inserted in the analog
domain and, as a result, this minimizes the impact of the
BIST circuitry on the operation and performance of the
analog circuitry. The purpose of the analog loopback is to
facilitate the return path for the test signals from the
TPG, through the analog circuitry under test, and back to
the ORA. An additional multiplexer (MUX) is required
for the insertion of the digital test patterns into, and isola-
tion of unknown system data from, the input data stream
to the DAC. Since the target circuitry under test is the
analog system circuits, including the DACs and ADCs,
the digital TPG and its associated MUX are inserted
immediately prior to the inputs of the DAC. Similarly,
the digital ORA is incorporated at the ADC outputs.

The TPG produces a total of sixteen different test
waveforms (as will be discussed in the next section)
including saw-tooth, triangular, frequency sweep, pulse,
step, DC, and pseudorandom waveforms. The ORA con-
sists of a double-precision accumulator that is capable of
three modes of output response data compaction:
1. Sum the output of the TPG waveforms - used to test

the BIST circuitry prior to testing the analog circuitry.

2. Sum the analog circuit output response to TPG test
waveforms at the output of the ADC - used to test
analog circuitry.

3. Sum the absolute value of the difference between the
TPG test waveform (DAC input) and the analog
circuit output response (ADC output) - used to test the
analog circuitry.

The third output data compaction mode, the absolute
value of the difference between input test waveform and
analog circuit output response, is good for detecting
faults that result in noise riding on an otherwise good
output response signal, phase shifts, and overshoot or
ringing. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where the output
response to a step function has a delay that can be mea-
sured via the resultant sum of the absolute value of the
difference between input and output waveforms. As a
result, a fault causing excessive phase shift in the output
response will be detected. Similarly, faults that result in
undershoot or overshoot/ringing in the output response
will also be detected as illustrated in Figure 2.

During manufacturing or system level testing, an ana-
log loopback multiplexer is activated along with the
multiplexer between the TPG and DAC. Next, one of the
sixteen possible test waveforms that can be produced by
the TPG is selected along with one of the three ORA
summing modes. In addition, the number of initialization
cycles of the test waveform is selected along with the
number of cycles of the test waveform to take place dur-

Figure 1. BIST architecture for mixed-signal systems
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ing the BIST sequence. Finally, the BIST sequence is
initiated. The test controller inhibits output response
compaction in the ORA during the initialization cycles
and then enables output response compaction for the
duration of the BIST sequence. At the end of the BIST
sequence, the output response compaction is disabled and
the resultant signature is held in the accumulator until it
can be read by the system for comparison with the known
good circuit signature range to determine the pass/fail
status of that test sequence. The process is repeated for
various TPG waveforms, ORA summing modes, and ini-
tialization and BIST sequence lengths. If any of the
resultant signatures do not fall within the predetermined
good circuit signature range for a given test, the circuit
under test is faulty, otherwise the circuit is considered to
be fault-free. During normal system operation, when
BIST is not in use, the TPG, ORA, and test controller are
disabled such that the BIST circuitry does not dissipate
power.

Multiple analog loopback multiplexers can be incor-
porated to assist in fault detection and diagnosis. Faults
are detected in and isolated to a given section of analog
circuitry within the diagnostic resolution of the analog
loopback multiplexers. This is illustrated in Figure 1
where a loopback multiplexer is incorporated at the out-
put/input of the DAC/ADC as well as the output/input to
various groups of analog circuit modules. Once the BIST
circuitry is tested using the ORA summing mode that
compacts only the output data from the TPG, the DAC/
ADC combination can be tested by activating the analog
loopback multiplexer at the output/input of the DAC/
ADC. If the DAC and ADC are determined to be fault-
free after application of the various test waveforms, the
analog loopback multiplexer can be de-activated and the
next loopback multiplexer in the signal path can be acti-
vated. Once a fault is detected, it is isolated to the set of
analog circuit modules currently under test. Alterna-
tively, the complete analog circuit signal path can be
tested by activating the loopback multiplexer farthest
from the DAC/ADC. If a fault is detected, intermediate
loopback multiplexers can be activated to isolate the fault
to a given set of analog circuit modules. While fault diag-
nosis is typically only of concern for manufacturing yield
enhancement (except where multiple analog modules
might be incorporated for defect or fault tolerance), the
use of multiple analog loopback multiplexers can also
improve fault detection capabilities by providing
enhanced controllability and/or observability to the vari-
ous analog circuit modules.

The test controller provides the ability to specify the
number of test waveform cycles used for initialization as
well as the number of test waveform cycles used for the
BIST sequence. This facilitates testing transient and/or

steady-state responses in the analog circuit under test.
This is illustrated in Figure 3 where a saw-tooth test
waveform is applied to an inverting high-pass filter. As
can be seen, approximately seven cycles of the input test
waveform are required before steady-state conditions are
achieved. With an initialization count of zero cycles and
a BIST sequence count of seven cycles, the entire tran-
sient response can be tested. Conversely, with an
initialization count of seven, the BIST sequence only
tests the steady-state response of the circuit.

III. TEST PATTERN GENERATOR
The TPG architecture is illustrated in Figure 4 and

includes a binary up/down counter that also functions as
an LFSR with a primitive characteristic polynomial. The
counter operates in different modes to provide a variety
of analog test waveforms. The bit reversal MUX reverses
the order of bits to the DAC (MSB becomes LSB and
vice versa) and has the effect (particularly for the counter
modes of operation) of producing test patterns with high
frequency components, as illustrated in Figure 5a for the
bit reversal of a triangular waveform produced by an up/
down counter in a 4-bit TPG design (the triangular wave-
form without bit reversal is overlaid for comparison). 

Since the frequency response of analog circuits is

Figure 3. Example test waveform and response

Figure 4. TPG block diagram
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important in terms of fault detection capability, wave-
forms that sweep through a frequency range are also
produced by this TPG design. The frequency sweep
mode of operation in the TPG provides a square wave
test pattern that progressively increases in frequency.
This is shown in Figure 5b for an 8-bit TPG design.
When the frequency sweep function is enabled, the out-
put data multiplexer sets the magnitude of the generated
square wave whenever the output of the toggle flip-flop
is a logic one (otherwise the magnitude is zero). The
square wave generated progressively becomes shortened
in terms of the period. The number of clock cycle delays
in the programmable shift register determines the incre-
ment in magnitude and decrement in period for each
successive cycle of the frequency sweep waveform; the
longer the shift register delay, the larger the increment in
magnitude and decrement in period (a shift register delay
of 15 clock cycles was used in the frequency sweep
waveform of Figure 5b). Enabling the bit reversal during
a frequency sweep mode will load non-sequential values
into the count value holding register such that the fre-
quencies and amplitudes will appear pseudorandomly.

Alternatively, a constant magnitude for both the regu-
lar frequency sweep or the frequency sweep bit reversal
functions can be obtained by the output data multiplexer
in conjunction with the magnitude register (or a hard-
wired magnitude value rather than a register to reduce
area overhead). The magnitude register also controls the
amplitude for DC, impulse, and step test waveforms. The
sixteen test waveforms produced by the TPG are summa-
rized in Table 1 including an indication of which test
waveforms offer the bit reversal option. This large num-
ber of test waveforms provides for a high probability of
detecting faults in a wide variety of analog application
circuits under test while incurring a low area overhead.
The size of the TPG, in terms of the number of bits for
the test patterns generated, is chosen to match the num-
ber of input bits to the DAC.  

IV. OUTPUT RESPONSE ANALYZER
The ORA, illustrated in Figure 6, consists of a dou-

ble-precision digital accumulator used to sum the
magnitudes of the sampled output responses from the
analog circuitry under test. The accumulator-based ORA
facilitates the determination of the pass/fail status of the
BIST by expecting the final sum to be within a predeter-
mined range of values to account for acceptable
variations in the analog component parameters, voltage,
and temperature as well as quantization noise in the DAC
and ADC. Determination of the range of resultant values
that indicates the circuit is fault-free is based on specifi-
cations of the analog circuit responses to the various
input signals produced by the TPG. As a result, the BIST
approach can be viewed as a specification oriented test-
ing approach. One advantage of the digital ORA is that

Figure 5. Oscilloscope pictures of example TPG test waveforms produced by demonstration unit

b) varying amplitude frequency sweep (8-bit TPG design)a) triangular wave bit reversal (4-bit TPG design)

Table 1: TPG Test Waveforms
Test Pattern Test Waveform Bit Reversal
Count-up Saw-tooth Yes

Count-down Reverse saw-tooth Yes
Count-up/down Triangular wave Yes

LFSR Pseudorandom No
Magnitude

Register
DC No
Step No
Pulse No

Frequency 
Sweep

Varying Amplitude Yes
Constant Amplitude Yes

Parabolic Ramp Ramp Yes

Figure 6. ORA block diagram
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the results can be read directly through system digital
interfaces during system-level testing without the need
for an additional ADC to retrieve the BIST results. The
absolute value subtractor is included in the ORA design
and can be selected via BIST control signals for phase
shift, noise, and overshoot/ringing fault detection. 

The size of the ORA, in terms of the number of bits
for the absolute value subtractor, is based on the maxi-
mum of the number of inputs to the DAC and the number
of outputs from the ADC. Typically the number of bits in
the double-precision accumulator is twice this value.
However, for an application with a small DAC and ADC,
the number of bits in the accumulator should be chosen
to be a larger value in order to reduce the probability of
signature aliasing - the probability that a faulty circuit
will produce a good circuit signature. While this is simi-
lar to a digital BIST application where the probability of
signature aliasing for an N-bit ORA is approximately 2-N,
the problem of signature aliasing is more serious in ana-
log BIST since the final signature is expected to fall
within a range of values for a fault-free circuit due to
acceptable variations and quantization noise. Therefore,
if the ORA accumulator is small, the good circuit signa-
ture range may occupy most of the 2N space of possible
signatures (for an N-bit accumulator) such that it may be
unlikely to find faulty circuit signatures falling outside
this range. To overcome this problem, we recommend
that the double-precision accumulator should be at least
16-bits when the DAC and ADC are less than 8-bits.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The 1997 International Test Conference (ITC'97) ana-

log benchmark circuits consist of a set of eight analog
circuits but there are no component parameter variations
specified for any of the benchmark circuits [4]. A subse-
quent effort established acceptable ranges of component
parameter variations and obtained benchmark circuits
from other sources [5]. To set the range of component
variations, the output phase and gain variation was lim-
ited to +/-10% of the output response using the nominal
component values [5]. The component variations are
given along with SPICE source files, schematics, stan-
dardized fault models and phase/gain vs. frequency plots
for the nominal component values and the component
variations on our web page at [12].

The results of fault simulations [6] of hard faults
(component terminals open and shorted) for the bench-
mark circuits are summarized in Table 2 in terms of the
number of faults simulated, the number of faults detected
and the overall fault coverage with component parameter
variation. It should be noted that 100% fault coverage
was obtained for all benchmark circuits when no compo-
nent parameter variation was considered, emphasizing
the importance of considering component variations.

Therefore, realistic component variations are necessary
for accurate evaluation and comparison of analog testing
techniques. This is further illustrated with the drop in
fault coverage for some of the circuits when component
variation is incorporated. However, even with compo-
nent variation, all faults simulated were either detected or
potentially detected; no faults were found to be undetect-
able. In addition, the mixed-signal based BIST approach
was able to obtain at least 95% fault coverage for all
benchmark circuits. We observed that the counter/LFSR-
based test waveforms detect more faults in amplifiers
while the frequency sweeps detect more faults in filters.

Figure 7 further illustrates the fault detection capabil-
ities of this BIST approach. The input test waveform (a
saw-tooth produced by an 8-bit count-up TPG function in
this case) is shown for a fault-free (Figure 7a) and a
faulty (Figure 7b) low-pass filter (the input test wave-
form is shown above the output response for each
circuit). The fault inserted in the low-pass filter was an
open feedback capacitor on the op-amp. The ORA in this
implementation was a 16-bit accumulator, which pro-
vides a range of possible signature values from 0000 to
FFFF in hexadecimal. After 1000 runs of the BIST
sequence with the saw-tooth test waveform, the fault-free
circuit signatures ranged from FCCB to FCCE while the
faulty circuit signatures ranged from FB92 to FBA4. As a
result, this particular fault is always detected by the saw-
tooth test waveform since all faulty circuit signatures fall
outside the good circuit signature range. Of course not all
test waveforms detect all faults, but the collection of
waveforms provided by the TPG have been found to be
effective in detecting almost any fault in most analog cir-
cuits under test.

We have built a mixed-signal prototype unit for dem-
onstration of the BIST concept as well as for verification
of the fault detection capabilities via physical fault inser-
tion. The TPG and ORA functions are implemented in
two 1.5 µm CMOS MOSIS TinyChips as well as in a
parameterized VHDL model that has been synthesized
into Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs)

Table 2: Fault Coverage for Benchmark Circuits
Benchmark

Circuit
# Faults 

Simulated
Fault 

Coverage
op-amp #1 [4][12] 22 98.6%

bi-quad filter [4][12] 84 97.4%
op-amp #2 [4][12] 20 100%

leapfrog filter [4][12] 34 98.8%
low-pass filter [12] 30 100%
elliptical filter [12] 18 100%

comparator [12] 26 95.4%
differential pair [12] 42 95.0%

common-emitter amp [12] 16 100%



and standard cell based VLSI devices for various DAC
and ADC sizes. The parameterized VHDL supports DAC
and ADC sizes from 4 to 24 bits and can easily be incor-
porated into any mixed-signal design to facilitate BIST at
all levels of testing from device to system level. The
number of gates and area (for a 0.5 µm CMOS standard
cell implementation) required for various size TPG and
ORA implementations (in terms of the number of bits, N,
where the size of the double precision accumulator is 2N)
are summarized in Table 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented (and implemented) a BIST

approach for testing the analog portion of mixed-signal
integrated circuits and systems. The TPG circuitry pro-
duces a variety of test waveforms to facilitate testing a
wide range of analog application circuits (this is a pri-
mary difference in our approach and previous DAC/ADC
BIST approaches). The ORA consists of a double preci-
sion accumulator to provide output response compaction
that allows component and environmental variations as
well as quantization noise in the DAC and ADC. In addi-
tion, the ORA supports a summing mode to facilitate
testing the digital BIST circuitry prior to testing the ana-
log circuitry as well as two summing modes for testing
the analog circuitry. Summing the absolute value of the
difference between the input test waveform and the ana-
log circuit output response detects faults that result in
noise, phase shift, and ringing on an otherwise good ana-
log output response (another difference from previous
DAC/ADC BIST approaches).
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Table 3: Area Overhead for BIST Circuitry

# Bits # Gates Area (µm2)
4 751 432,341
8 1147 599,636
12 1534 809,328

Figure 7. Oscilloscope pictures of fault detection in low-pass filter from demonstration unit
b) faulty circuit input and output responsea) good circuit input and output response
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